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Abstract 
As one reflects on the last two decades of managing NASA launch vehicle projects, a pattern of 
success emerges against a backdrop of missteps and redirections, as the Agency has transformed 
through three NASA administrators and three presidential administrations. Throughout times of 
accomplishment and disappointment, managing external relations has been a constant necessity 
that, like cable TV, has many competing channels. This briefing will discuss an approach to 
project success by effectively communicating with those who have a vested interest in the work 
at hand to keep resources flowing. In the 1990s, I was fortunate to develop an experimental 
vehicle, proving that a spacecraft could be turned around for reflight within 2 days. Then, with a 
change of administrations, a NASA- and industry-wide effort known as the Space Launch 
Initiative was established, where reusable launch vehicles were designed while complementary 
technologies were developed. These experiences taught us that managing relationships with 
NASA's multiple customers and stakeholders - including Congress, media, professional 
organizations, advocacy groups, and the public - is an important component for mission 
success. Now, the Agency is united behind the Vision for Space Exploration, with strategic goals 
that have great national significance. Those of us working to develop a new generation of safe, 
reliable, and affordable launch vehicles recognize that exceeding customer and stakeholder 
requirements demands that a variety of external audiences be engaged with timely, accurate, and 
compelling information. Understanding what adds value is vital to managing external relations in 
ways that provide mutual benefits and real value to all. 
[For the Program Managers Conference's printed program, 55 words] 
Many launch vehicle development efforts have been attempted over the last two decades as the 
Agency has transformed through three NASA administrators and three presidential 
administrations. Understanding and managing external stakeholder and customer requirements, 
and clearly communicating with those who have a vested interest in the work at hand, reduces 
risk and promotes mission success. 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20070025536 2019-08-30T01:27:55+00:00Z
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Management Lesson: 
Recognize that there are customers and 
;takeholders outside of your home Cente., 
such as NASA HQ and the Media. 
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- Metallic thermal protection system 
- Aerospike engine 
- Composite structures 
L, < !Irn,- I '-\\ Management Lesson: 
partnershipsare tough and depend 
on how you do thinss. 
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